side the ordo iuris stood (and maybe still stands) what Lacché has coined as the ordo non servatus. 7 This is a regime to some extent unbound by legal prescripts, paradoxically attached to the law by its detachment from it. It entails extra-ordinary measures -heavily eroding the rights of the defense -devised to deal with exceptional crimes. 8 The ius commune therefore seems to exhibit features of what is nowadays referred to as the state of exception, which Agamben depicted as 'a threshold, or zone of indifference', whose topological structure is a '[b]eing outside and yet belonging' to the law, or put differently: 'the legal form of what cannot have legal form'. In this 'anomic space' 'acts that do not have the value of law, acquire its force '. 9 In what follows we will explore some of the darkest corners of both the ius commune's penal order as of its anomic border zones. 10 In an attempt to make sense of this domain, we will navigate by using as an intellectual compass the toolbox of concepts and distinctions generated by the French philosopher René Girard . His theory on (the disruption of) scapegoat mechanisms will serve, not as a quarry to mine for historical causality, but merely as hermeneutic frame of reference. Scapegoats are victims of collective aggression, accused and considered guilty of the most heinous crimes, but in fact virtually always innocent. They are mainly marginal figures, on the threshold of the inside and the outside of society, Fremdkörper in the social fabric, who somehow defy or resist being absorbed in the symbolic order. It would come as no surprise when a connection could be established between these exceptional figures and the state of exception which shimmers through in the ordo non servatus. The legal historian Pennington observes: 'It has been true in the past and it remains true today that procedural rules are broken and rights violated most often when judges have faced crimes that strike society's most sensitive nerves. The cases in which I have found that the presumption of innocence is discussed again and again are those that dealt with marginal groups, especially heretics, witches and Jews'. 11 We therefore presume an inverse correlation between the extent to which the presumption of innocence informs criminal procedure and the extent to which criminal law might become the vessel of scapegoat dynamics. Girard develops a speculative philosophy of history, claiming that we have partially but increasingly outgrown scapegoat dynamics by becoming ever more aware of and reluctant towards our tendency to abreact aggression and social tensions by exerting collective violence on scapegoats. 12 One could wonder what better domain there is to test this hypothe-sis than the history of criminal law. 13 We will therefore endeavour to establish some 'family resemblances', to use Wittgenstein's phrasing, between scapegoat dynamics and criminal law. The assumption from which our line of thought springs is that there are clues to be found in the history of criminal law, especially in dealing with severe crime, which could be interpreted as indications of an historical development towards a lower grade of participation of the law in scapegoat dynamics. This paper aims to attribute at least a fraction of corroboration of this claim by showing how the contemporary understanding of the presumption of innocence is conceptually opposed to scapegoat dynamics in criminal law. Our legal maxim might therefore have played a pivotal role in the possible disruption of legally codified scapegoat dynamics. We hope to substantiate our view by showing that some legal concepts found in the ius commune's penal system (mala fama, torture, atrocitas/enormitas, notorium, poena extraordinaria, absolutio ab instantia) are (1) compatible with or at least affiliated to scapegoat dynamics and are (2) more or less flagrant breaches of our contemporary conception of due process as informed by the presumption of innocence. Their disappearance from the legal scene might now appear in the light of partially disrupted scapegoat dynamics.
Girard's theory of scapegoat mechanisms and ritual sacrifice
Violence is contagious, says Girard. It can spread like an epidemic, dissolving social structure. In a small tribal culture, one murder can instigate a cycle of vendetta, eventually resulting in a bellum omnium contra omnes. Girard claims this opposition of all against all can only be overcome by a scapegoat mechanism: an opposition of all against one in a spontaneous and uncontrolled outburst of collective violence directed at a generally innocent victim. Social turmoil is appeased by deviating the violence of all on one subject whose death is unlikely to be avenged as long as everyone is utterly convinced of his alleged guilt. Ordinary violence results in more violence, as it is violently responded to. The violence of all against one, however, is of a special kind, since it prevents further escalation. It is therefore considered to be sacred (or later in history, legitimate). The scapegoat is a marginal figure, as we said, who was often continuously despised, suspect, and ill-reputed, as coping with alterity is not exactly humankind's greatest gift. In the paroxysm of rampant violence spreading through society, he might be accused of crimes thought to have caused the crisis. These crimes are always atrocious, attacking the core differences upon which the symbolic order is built. They include transgressing sacred taboos, attacks on hierarchy, and illicit sexual acts. In each case, an essential symbolic dichotomy is being transgressed (sacred/profane, higher/lower, sexual/asexual). As the scapegoat was the pivotal figure in society's rapid transformation from chaos to peace, and since his life was deemed 13 At least from the eleventh to twelfth century onwards, when crime was no longer considered to be a private, but increasingly a public concern, and punishment consequently came to represent a collective response to an infraction of order. a source of death and his death was a source of life, supernatural powers were ascribed to him. Collective violence had led to a process of sacralization. Girard writes: 'C'est la violence qui constitue le coeur véritable du sacré '. 14 In the spontaneous and uncontrolled collective violence of the scapegoat mechanism -the life vessel of 'primitive' 15 society on the verge of collapse -Girard sees the origin of both taboo and ritual. In other words: scapegoat mechanisms are the hidden foundation of social order. Taboo prohibits all acts which were deemed to be capable of catapulting society back into a bellum omnium contra omnes. If taboo might be considered as the archaic origin of material law, scapegoating appears as Benjamin's law-positing violence (rechtsetzende Gewalt) -one of two possible manifestations of what he calls 'mythic violence'. 16 Ritual on the other hand reenacted the scapegoat mechanism, in a meticulously controlled and formalized way, in order to reproduce its beneficial effect. Therefore, it mostly ends in bloodshed (sacrifice) and could be performed whenever social unrest needed to be appeased and/or the order needed to be reinvigorated. 17 The sacrificial system therefore corresponds to the other manifestation of Benjamin's mythic violence: law-preserving violence (rechtserhaltende Gewalt). 18 Girard thinks the scapegoat mechanism was unveiled by Christianity, since the gospel portrays Christ as a scapegoat, an innocent victim who fell prey to collective aggression. Since the scapegoat mechanism only functions as long as those involved have not identified it as such and, unaware of what they are doing, vehemently express how justified their anger is, the gospel has, in unveiling the injustice of what has been moulding culture 'depuis la fondation du monde', 19 delivered a fatal blow to the effectiveness of the mechanism. 'L'essentiel de la révéla-tion […], c'est la crise de toute représentation persécutrice qu'elle provoque '. 20 2 The consanguinity of sacrifice and criminal law?
Before our Girardian ship can leave port and head for the turbulent seas of criminal law, it must be argued why the vessel is apt to sail these waters in the first place. Our travels will only bear fruit if we can indicate a plausible interrelatedness of legal order and scapegoat dynamics. In many ways, legal order might be conceived as remotely and indirectly marked by the blueprint of the scapegoat mechanism. The latter thrives on mob psychology, singling out an almost randomly selected victim by constructing an imaginary causal link between an (often illusionary) transgression he would have committed and all-too-real social turmoil as its alleged detrimental consequences. What is in fact an aleatory process 21 is being covered up by a presumption of guilt so massive it amounts to a 'verdict'. If abstraction could be made of the almost impenetrable jungle of concepts and doctrines law has by now become, jurists might agree that a great deal of it still revolves around an (in theory) rationalized, legalized, truth-seeking, and just-ified version -or should we say: inversion? -of the very same triangle we acquainted ourselves with in the scapegoat mechanism: transgression, damage, and causality. 22 Penal law in specific hopes to be everything but aleatoric and triggerhappy when it strikes. Therefore, it anchors punishment in the principle of guilt and procedure in the presumption of innocence. Scapegoating and criminal law, however, bear structural resemblances: they solve social tensions or violence by an exclusionary opposition of all against one in an act of collective(ly sanctioned) violence preventing violence from spreading further. But let us not jump from the scapegoat mechanism to criminal law, without elaborating on the bridge that connects them, according to Girard, namely the sacrificial system. 23
One of the major contrasts he highlights between the archaic and the modern world is the way conflicts are resolved and/or prevented. Whereas the former was dependent on sacrifice, the latter has developed legal institutions. 24 Both systems stand united in terms of ends, namely overcoming the reciprocity of vengeance, but are so fundamentally distinctive in terms of means that their possible consanguinity is all too easily overlooked. The crucial difference is that sacrifice is indifferent towards the question of guilt, this being the exclusive fetish of the law. Whereas criminal law targets the culprit, sacrifice prevents violence to bounce back on the violator, but provides an outlet valve by deflecting it on surrogate victims (e.g., a foreigner, a marginal figure, an outcast, a prisoner of war, an animal,…). These were so poorly integrated no one would avenge them, so their sacrificial immolation soothed the blood rush without prompting any further violent response. 25 Although victim selection was in principle random (some crea- First of all, we learn that the earliest bodies of law are deeply embedded in archaic religion's -de facto -sacrificial mindset. Second, the observation that talionic provisions have to do both with vengeance and sacrificial rites at least suggests some connection between the two, although Whitman refrains from putting the problem of vengeance at the heart of sacrifice, which he merely claims (on p. 83) to be profoundly difficult to interpret. Whitman's position is understandable, even from a Girardian perspective, since for Girard sacrifice was performed whenever social unrest needed to be appeased or just as well at fixed points in time to reinvigorate social order. Its scope is therefore far from restricted to the field which we would anachronistically label as criminal law. Besides, Girard's utterances on the link between sacrifice and vengeance are subtler than we have presented them. He says for instance that the connection between sacrifice and a preceding irregular act of bloodshed is never apparent but adds this is why the relationship between social violence and sacrifice continues to elude us (Girard, La violence, 43). Thirdly, using the Girardian hermeneutic toolbox, we can shed light on Whitman's assertion that the earliest state-like authorities did not even seek to control vengeance by referring exactly to the sacrificial context in which they emerged. There was still sacrifice to deflect vengeance and therefore a monopoly on violence might not have been a priority. 30 Girard thinks that vengeance, sacrifice, and criminal punishment are nevertheless identical on a deeper level. His argument is that if sacrifice goes wrong, 31 or if authority crumbles to such an extent that state justice is no longer accepted as the final word, institutionalized violence will spark violence in exactly the same way as vengeance would. 32 The sacred aura that sacrifice always enjoyed as violence that purifies society by relieving its tensions was passed on to the legal system for exactly the same reason. Both sacrifice and justice refer to a theology legitimating their acts, differentiating sacred -or pure -and legitimate violence from its impure and illegal counterparts. Although the theology behind justice might have disappeared in our days, its transcendence remains -meaning that the label 'legitimate' prevents its acts from being contested and reciprocated. 33 If one were to treat sacrifice and the judicial system as mutually exclusive Weberian Idealtypen, then the hallmark of sacrifice is aleatory victim selection, hereby wilfully neglecting the guilty party, while criminal law theoretically rejects randomness by focusing exclusively on the culprit whose guilt is to be established by the law of proof. Although these ideal types might be recognizable at the extremes of the chronological spectrum, in the course of history, they seem to have merged in various hybrid forms (e.g., surrogate punishment) 34 or simply coexisted alongside each other (e.g., antiquity). 35 One should not hastily conclude that whenever legal persecution is guided by nulla poena, nullum crimen sine culpa, the realm of sacrifice and scapegoating has been definitively surpassed. The real issue is of course to what extent first and foremost the law of proof has been purified from all aleatory tendencies in defining and establishing guilt. That these were not shaken off in one swift movement is apparent 'dans bien des formes intermédiaires entre le religieux et le judiciaire proprement dit, dans l'ordalie notamment', says Girard. 36 Whether the ius commune's legal order, that was partly built on the ruins of the ordeal (cf. infra), was sufficiently freed from sacrificial inclinations, is to be judged, we think, by its law of proof (how the obtainment, the standard, and the burden of proof is conceived, whether suspicion is clearly fenced off from guilt, if the accused is presumed innocent until proven guilty and to what extent, in general, the principles of due process are being upheld). Our understanding of the history of criminal law can benefit from a conceptual differentiation between sacrifice and law to uncover patterns and cast shades, but we ought to remain sensible not only of their possible factual historic amalgamation but also of their profound consanguinity. Criminal law might be a mutation of sacrifice but still shares the bulk of its DNA, so to speak. This is patent in the mere fact that both conceptual pairs, 'taboo/sacrifice' and 'law/punishment', generate social order and stability by offering the group an individual to take the hit when order was infringed upon or is felt to be under threat. If one would define law very broadly and generally as an 'institutionalized ordering of human conduct in society', 37 then 'primitive' societies have come close to something resembling legal order. 38 Within this shared framework, sacrifice and law, considered in their pure ideal typical form, can be seen, however, to operate under a different logic (aleatory vs. guilt-oriented) when it comes to determining who will go under the knife. . Despite the obvious disparity with regard to the lack of institutionalized differentiation (e.g., the mentioning of political conflicts), the affinity with criminal procedure is obvious. But there is more. Scapegoat mechanisms entail a crisis: strife, struggle, and violence abound before the group turns towards its victim. Girard sees mimetic undifferentiation between antagonists as the primal core of all types of violent behaviour. It is because every argument, insult, or blow is reciprocated in kind that opponents become each other's doubles, so to speak. Plenty of rituals therefore contain mock battles or even ritual disputes on whom will be sacrificed have been found. 'Il s'agit toujours, pour chacun, de proférer le dernier mot […] en réduisant au silence l'antagoniste' (Girard, La violence, 186). Hence, conceptually, the gap between ritual and the realm of litigation appears to be bridgeable, whether one imagines trial by combat or a more civilized clash between intendedly definitive legal arguments of both parties. Moreover, the accusatorial procedure (cf. infra) portrays a staggering degree of the typically ritualistic 'dissolving of distinctions' (Girard, La Violence, 166-7): in the twelfth and thirteenth century, 'les deux parties sont maintenues sur un strict plan d'égalité: […] si l'accusé était détenu, l'accusateur devait lui aussi "tenir prison"' (JeanMarie Carbasse, Histoire du droit pénal et de la justice criminelle (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 2000), 15). The inquisitorial procedure (cf. infra), on the other hand, where the accused faces the authorities -and therefore the represented collectivity -as his direct opponent, is more easily relatable to the all-against-one scheme marking the apogee of any sacrificial crisis. To close our argument, we remind that ritual, not unlike the ancien régime's legal order, aims to free the community from disorder (Girard, La violence, 167).We do, however, not want to imply that every aspect of criminal procedure (or law) could be neatly traced back to sacrificial rituals. This would be grossly overplaying our hand. Conceivably, there are multiple origins and no doubt these fields have developed an internal logic and dynamic independent of their proposed sacrificial inheritance.
(historically speaking) in a sometimes equally sanguinary spectacle. 40 By anchoring its ritualistic structure in the law of proof, criminal law became Janus-faced, being at the same time the 'via dolorosa' leading towards Golgotha and the roadblock to cut this blood-stained pathway off. The more serious the obstacles to be overcome on the road towards punishment, the more demanding the standard of proof and the more humane the ways of securing the evidence, 41 the less are the odds of punishing the innocent and the further away from 'primitive' sacrifice we are, it seems. Latour says: 'la qualité propre [d'un jugement] dépend de la longue hésitation avec laquelle on l'attache'. 'Sans hésitation, pas de droit'. 'Est-ce bien 40 We think there might be a case to interpret most types of ius commune punishment, also anemic ones, as exhibiting scapegoat-dynamical features, but this falls beyond the scope of this essay. Some fragmentary suggestions will, however, be offered. Capital punishments and mutilations are relatively easily connected to a sacrificial origin (see also notes 23 and 27 jugé? Oui, pourvu qu'on a bien hésité'. 42 The more ready, on the other hand, a society is to sweep aside, by means of exceptions, any obstacles on the via dolorosa, the more it moves away from the legal universe as we understand it today, towards a sacrificial mentality. Blackstone for instance defends the rule that two witnesses are necessary for a conviction of treason 'to secure the subject from being sacrificed to fictitious conspiracies'. 43 Historical development seems to have tipped the balance in favour of the defendant, maybe by using the law of proof as an antidote for sacrificial venom. If there was a gradual evolution from sacrifice to criminal law, as Girard claims, one could expect to find more sacrificial tendencies in 'less developed' or more 'primitive' 44 legal systems. The hunting ground we have in mind is the ius commune, whose salient features can be better understood in contrast with a modern account of the presumption of innocence, which we will provide in the following section.
A modern account of the presumption of innocence
In the context of the criminal trial, the presumption of innocence implies that the judge/jury is to presume the defendant innocent of the offence he stands trial for. He will not be convicted or punished unless the presumption of innocence is defeated by 'proof of guilt to the requisite standard'. 45 Duff recently argued to 2016) ). Since this is related to the subject of our paper, we will use terms like 'primitive' or 'less developed', denoting merely a degree of inclination towards an institutionalized scapegoatdynamical strategy to cast blame, resolve conflict, or social tension. A word as 'tribal' or 'indigenous' is no alternative, since scapegoat dynamics are not restricted to those types of communities, they also flourish in so-called 'civilized' societies. The main issue/criterion is therefore to what extent they are institutionalized. A tendency towards moral evolutionism in Girard's work is undeniable. Questionable as this might be, it is defendable. After all, morally unjustifiable sacrificial logic is the core argument against consequentialism, which is so tangible in scapegoat dynamics (cf. Caiaphas' dictum: 'better that one man die for the people than that the whole nation perish') (John, 11:50; Girard, Le bouc, 163 enhance our understanding of the way the presumption of innocence functions by considering the different normative roles involved in the system of criminal justice. Each role, such as suspect, defendant, or convicted offender, comes with specific burdens, rights, and responsibilities. A defendant has for instance the right to appear in court, enter a plea, etc… The presumption of innocence not only protects him from unwarranted conviction but also from having to carry the burdens attached to the role of defendant without sufficient evidence to justify this step. Once put in the role of defendant, a qualified rather than defeated presumption of innocence is at work. One cannot consider him guilty, but if he were to be considered totally innocent, he would not stand trial. One cannot impose upon him the role of offender, the burden of which are punitive measures, unless convicted. If the verdict is 'not guilty', the role of defendant has reached an end and the subject in question can no longer be considered a suspect. The presumption of innocence operates, according to Duff, beyond the narrow scope of the criminal trial since the presumption of innocence that protects us from readily becoming a defendant is one that protects all citizens. The presumption of innocence is therefore rooted in a broader notion of civic trust: citizens should be trusted unless their behaviour proves them unworthy of trust. A well-functioning society cannot function absent civic trust. Hence, a possible role wherein acquitted defendants would still be considered guilty is to be rejected as incompatible with the social glue of civic trust. The roles of suspects and defendants, towards whom the civic trust is qualified, are to be strictly limited in time. 46
Criminal law in the ius commune

Mala fama and the inquisitorial trial
Before the thirteenth century, the criminal trial followed an accusatorial procedure (processus ordinarius). 47 The authorities could not investigate a crime ex officio. Instead, an accuser had to press charges. He was responsible to provide proof, namely two reliable eyewitnesses of the offence, sub poena talionis. This meant that when he failed to deliver proof, he would suffer the punishment due for the offence of which he accused his opponent. 48 Furthermore, he could be forced at the request of the accused to prove his accusations by engaging in a deadly trial by battle. God would then be the judge of the truthfulness of his assertions. 49 Since accusations were so dangerous, frequently nobody stepped forward. As a last resort, a judicial ordeal could be organized. 50 The community had named a suspect and declared his guilt. 51 This shows the ordeals could thrive on scapegoat dynamics so intimately linked with the presumption of guilt. Judgement and its bloody consequences were then rooted in the sacred, whose true core, according to Girard, is collective violence. Applying our Girardian hermeneutics, we could argue that in 1215, the Fourth Lateran Council, under Innocent III, took a fundamental step towards extricating this 'primitive' nexus of violence and the sacred, by forbidding priests to further provide the blessings necessary for the ordeal to be effective. 52 A new and more efficient way of dealing with crime was introduced: the inquisitorial procedure (processus extraordinarius). As was the case with the ordeal, this new procedure was a response to mala fama. 53 By denunciation, public scorn could be brought to the attention of the judge, who then launched an inquisitio famae to establish the quality of the origin of the rumour. It must be widespread, spring from good and respectable people (boni et graves), and two integer witnesses had to testify the existence of the hearsay. Some lawyers, however, allowed the rumour to spring even from the defendant's enemies. 54 To counter mala fama, an oath (purgatio canonica) could be sworn, provided the defendant could find enough oath helpers willing to swear they believed his denial of guilt. 55 Since swearing idle meant eternal damnation, medieval man took this very seriously 56 and oath helpers could prove to be a rare commodity. If the defendant succeeded, he was freed from suspicion and restored in bona fama. 57 If not, an inquisitio veritatis, an investigation into the truth of the matter, was initiated. The judge could, however, also decide to omit the inquisitio famae (hereby refuting the defendant the possibility of compurgation) and immediately launch the inquisitio veritatis. The revolutionary aspect of the inquisitorial procedure was that the judge could also proceed ex officio, without a denunciation or an accusation as preliminary conditions, merely by lending his ears to rumours he overheard. Mala fama, clamouring insinuations (clamosa insinuatio), a public outcry, scandal, and in some cases mere suspicion could set the inquisitorial trial in 50 Proposed translation: 'this is that the voice of the people and rumor have it that he is guilty', see Albertus Gandinus, ' 60 had hereby been given almost legal personality, Théry observes. 61 Conceptually, the maxim that the prosecuting party could not at the same time be the judge of the matter was in this way adhered to, 62 but de facto these normative roles merged in the ius commune judge. 63 In present days, the presumption of innocence protecting us from having to stand trial is exerted by the public prosecutor. 64 When qualified by the role of defendant, the judge will independently re-evaluate the charge, again employing the presumption of innocence, this time in the context of a trial. The office of public prosecutor only emerged during the French Revolution and in Germany in the course of the nineteenth century. 65 Hence, ius commune judges were at the same time responsible for truth-finding and truth-saying. They could in general not declare the accused guilty without proof (cf. infra), but the fact that they themselves harboured enough suspicion to qualify the presumption of innocence and start the prosecution put the defendant in an awkward position and would be incompatible with the contemporary presumption of innocence. Théry interpreted the judge's competence to evaluate fama as a significant instrument of power. The social phenomenon of fama needed validation by a judge to generate legal consequences. And these could be far reaching, since fama did not only launch but also moulded procedure. Mala fama was the judge's guideline in search of credible witnesses, could warrant the use of torture, functioned as a minor proof (cf. infra), and was used in verdicts to motivate the infliction of punishment. The twelfth and thirteenth century architects of the legal concept fama 'donnaient ainsi force de droit au discrédit moral et social frappant celui 'dont on parlait mal' (de quo malo loquuntur)'. 66 In the thirteenth century, jurists were even inclined to regard all people of degrading profession or pertaining to the lower social strata as infamous. 67 Mala fama, we could paraphrase, was attached to those marginal social elements which were most likely to attract unsubstantiated accusations and mob violence, according to Girard. Tantalizing is therefore the legal fiction that mala fama was to be considered as the accuser. By 1250, the monopoly on violence was already established enough 68 to enable embryonic states to exert the violence, but the mob still largely singled out on whose head the hammer would fall. Mala fama, this power-related junction of social and politico-juridical order, is a legal concept operating in the spirit of scapegoat dynamics. It attests to a very peculiar phenomenon, which we propose to coin as 'legal conceptualization of scapegoat dynamics'. By legally codifying sometimes vicious aspects of mob psychology, the law participates in scapegoat dynamics and at the same time reveals them. Only by bringing to the fore 'des choses cachées depuis la fondation du monde' (i.e., scapegoat dynamics), these might be one day subsequently attacked and set aside. 69 Before we continue, let us bear in mind that whereas today's criminal procedure should be informed by the presumption of innocence, the ius commune's inquisitorial trial was generally permeated by a presumption of guilt in the guise of mala fama, or at the very least, a presumption of innocence seriously qualified by the judge's own appreciation.
The law of proof and the presumption of innocence
Prima facie the law of proof applied in criminal cases was very strict. Conviction required proof of guilt, rather than mere suspicion. Proof should provide total certainty of the matter at hand, being 'luce clarior meridianis'. 70 The standard of full proof (probatio plena) was met only by two credible eyewitnesses of the offence, a solid written proof or a confession. 71 Circumstantial evidence (indicia) was deemed insufficient. 72 When in dubio: pro reo. These mantras were recited throughout the centuries. Although they were taken very seriously, things were much more complex as various doctrines were developed to ensure punishment when the standard of proof was not met, as we shall see. Langbein interpreted the law of proof as originally designed to eliminate judicial discretion. If judges had to switch seats with God after the disavowal of the ordeal, there was no room for doubt. For human judgement to be commonly acceptable, the judge had to deliver his verdict based on objective criteria, as an 'automaton'. 73 Schmoeckel, however, has convincingly shown that judicial discretion (arbitrium iudicis), in many ways determining the course a trial would take, was always part and parcel of the ius commune. 74 The bulk of the cases lacked sufficient evidence and needed to be interpreted. This was tricky business since anything less than probatio plena plunged the judge into a true labyrinth of unsystematised, poorly distinguishable, overlapping, ill-defined, and author-dependant legal concepts indicating minor proof (probatio semiplena, indicium dubitatum/indubitatum, praesumptio), each of which, to make things even less transparent, had multiple subdivisions. 75 In contrast to their definition, these had strictly delineated evidential value and procedural consequences (e.g., whether torture was allowed). Hazy concepts with clear probative value enabled the judge, within boundaries, to subsume circumstantial evidence in the legal concept he deemed fit according to the probative value and subsequently the procedural track he had in mind. 76 Obviously, this put the defendant in somewhat of a scrape.
One of those minor proofs was the praesumptio iuris, of which mala fama is an example. 77 As Schmoeckel explains, there were presumptions à charge, like mala fama, or à décharge, like the presumption of innocence, and these could sometimes level each other out. They were used to reinforce other proofs and to motivate verdicts. Presumptions warranted the use of torture or rather raised the requirements for its appliance or for reaching a conviction. 78 The presumption of innocence, formulated by Monachus ( † 1313) as 'item quilibet presumitur innocens nisi probetur nocens' 79 was thus a cog of minor importance in the law of proof. The presumption of innocence evolved, as Köster shows, from a broader presumption of goodness -making Duff's attempt to embed the presumption of innocence in civic trust historically speaking all the more relevant. However, in secular law, these presumptions were not originally principles of natural law applying indiscriminately to all. As proofs, they rather functioned as legally codified value judgements, deduced from behaviour or social status. 81 In principle, the presumption of innocence could protect against a denunciation of the existence of mala fama, but two witnesses asserting mala fama already overruled the presumption of innocence. The maxim could even work against the defendant: as a praesumptio generalis it was equally applicable to other normative roles than the defendant. If doubts arose concerning the trustworthiness of the witnesses à charge, the presumption of innocence based on their good reputation could be used to rule these out. only doubtful circumstantial evidence (indicia dubitata) and was swept aside by stronger evidence (indicia indubitata). As a cog in the law of proof, as an evaluation of general conduct rather than as principle informing the law of proof, the presumption of innocence hardly provided the defendant any protection at all. 82 Alciatus (1492-1550) puts it very sharply: 'Innocens praesumitur, quem nullus accusavit'. 83 Medieval canon lawyers independently elaborated the presumption of innocence as a maxim of natural law. Universalizing its application rather than restricting it to people of high standing seems to have had only theoretical implications in early modern secular receptions: it merely legitimated the already existing criminal law principle of assigning the onus probandi to the plaintiff or the inquisitorial judge. 84 We now clearly perceive that the presumption of innocence was not a hegemonic principle determining and structurally confining the law of criminal procedure. As minor element within the law of proof, sheltering only the socially esteemed and leaving marginal elements exposed, it could even serve the scapegoat dynamics we deem to be sometimes at work in the criminal trial. Compared to the presumption of innocence, mala fama was a more fundamental but far less innocent determinant of the inquisitorial trial.
Torture
Bloodshed, intimately linked to the collapse of the social order (war, disease), was taboo in archaic religion. It was restricted to ritual sacrifice, says Girard. 85 Christ's innocence may have prompted Early Christian doctrines to insert the question of guilt into the equation. The criminal trial, explains Whitman, soon had to operate under what I would like to paraphrase as a 'taboo' on unlawfully shed blood. Since judges were no less involved in judicial bloodshed than 'primitive' priests were in sacrifice, a theology of guilt-oriented just judging entered the scene. 86 At stake was not only life and limb of the accused but also the salvation of the judge's soul. Unlawful judicial bloodshed would result in eternal damnation. Whitman claims criminal procedure to be as much about fact-finding as about providing moral comfort for the judge. Only when procedure was followed (iuris ordine servato), the judge's dread of hellfire could be soothed by Augustine's dictum: 'Cum homo iuste occiditur, lex eum occidit, non tu'. 87 Moral comfort procedures entailed shifting the blame of judgement to someone else than the judge. As the buck was passed to God in the ordeal, after 1215, other victims had to be found. The witnesses and the accused were now put under pressure to deliver the fatal blow necessary to reach a conviction, hereby deresponsibilizing the judge. Moral theology declared it a mortal sin for witnesses not to speak up, for instance in the case of fama. But let us now focus on the accused, who could be tortured into confession. 88 Torture, concomitant to the rise of the inquisitorial procedure, was the central pillar of the law of proof. Its ratio essendi is commonly connected to the high standard of proof advancing confession as regina probationum. 89 Torture, usually exerted in relation to serious crimes or when no other modes of proof were available, was by no means imposed indiscriminately, Schmoeckel explains. Azo ( † 1220/1229) put the probatio semiplena, one eyewitness, as prerequisite. According to other authors, the accumulation of minor indications of guilt acquired the value of a probatio semiplena, substantially lowering the standard of proof for putting someone to the question. Also weighty presumptions were used to legitimate torture. Debated was whether mala fama sufficed as well. 90 Gandinus ( † 1310) left this to the discretion of the judge. Hyppolitus de Marsilliis (1581) deemed rumour or denunciation to be sufficient cause. To ensure the credibility of tortured confessions, the defendant had to confirm his statements on other occasions. When he refused this, he could be tortured again. Retracted confessions still counted as half a proof, which could now be accumulated with the half proof that warranted torture in the first place. Hence, the standard of proof needed for conviction was met. In cases where torture was not allowed, defendants were nonetheless frequently told they would be tortured and were escorted into the torture room (territio). The mere sight of the gruesome equipment proved to be highly effective in reaching confessions. 91 The usual moderation in the administration of torture was, however, defenestrated in dealing with typical scapegoats as witches and heretics. These crimes left no material traces. Judges could nevertheless proceed to torture with virtually nothing else to go on but suspicion. 92 The ius commune did not solely regard torture as a means to gather evidence. The Ordonnance Criminelle from 1670 lists it as punishment. Providing evidence and punishment at the same time, torture was utterly incompatible with the modern conception of the presumption of innocence, according to which nobody is to be punished without proof of guilt. 93 Exerted on the accused, torture was by consequence a punishment for mere suspicion, which often seems to have been linked, once more, to mala fama. Fiorelli has established that most Italian city-states were not keen on inflicting torture on people of good repute. 94 On the other hand: 'La torture devint le propre de la "procédure extraordinaire", qui était la règle […] pour les "larrons", individus "de mauvaise vie" et autres accusés incapables de faire valoir auprès du tribunal l'estime de gens de bien', writes Théry. 95 While usually thriving on the presumption of guilt, torture did not even need that much: even the plainly innocent witness could be tortured if his statements were contradictory and he must be brought 'to his senses'. 96 Torture is truly an institution meant to facilitate convictions. Whether the defendant got a fair chance depended largely on the arbitrium iudicis: the judge decided if and to what extent torture was inflicted, depending on his interpretation of the severity of the crime, the evidence at hand, and the social status of the accused. 97 This leeway made torture highly suitable to serve scapegoat dynamics since it allows a highly aleatory method for establishing guilt to take root at the heart of procedural law. Moreover, torture's affiliation with mala fama and accusations of horrendous crime suggests nothing less than a strong connection to the sacrificial order. The rise and proliferation of torture was furthermore a consequence of its proven efficiency in trials against heretics, medieval scapegoats par excellence, since the late twelfth century. 98 Although torture remained alive and kicking until deep in the eighteenth century, its venomous injustice was noticed by contemporaries centuries before its abolition. In his outstanding work on torture, Schmoeckel has gathered these critiques, some of which pinpoint with astonishing accuracy the scapegoat dynamics we deem to be at hand. Vives (1493-1540) wrote: 'fateantur fictum crimen de supplicio certi, ne torqueantur'. 99 Montaigne (1533-1592) perceived thousands of false confessions resulting in 'tuer sans occasion'. 100 Grevius (1580-1630) attacks the fact that nothing but slander would prompt torture. Von Spee's Cautio Criminalis (1631) on witch trials explains the duress and repetition of torture made it virtually impossible to escape conviction. Torture 'produces' guilt of nonexistent crimes in an arbitrary way, he says. De La Bruyère (1645-1696) explains that because of torture nobody could consider himself safe not to be one day innocently executed. Bernhardi (1705) complained torture merely delivered an outer appearance of justice. 101 To summarize these findings in a unified way: torture makes it possible that arbitrarily chosen innocent victims, 102 falling prey to slanderous accusations, are being killed without reason for imaginary crimes they did not commit. The affinity to scapegoat mechanisms, these fictions of justice, can hardly be denied. And the contrast with the contemporary presumption of innocence could not be more explicit.
Ordo non servatus
For extra-ordinary crimes, there were extra-ordinary measures. 'Procedural anomalies', 103 the extra-ordinem, were permitted when facing crimina atriciora/enormia. 104 Lacché has grouped the crimina atrociora as being infractions of the religious order (heresy, sacrilege, blasphemy, sodomy…), attacks on the political foundations (crimen laesae maiestatis), 105 or particularly serious blood crimes (murder, parricide…). Whomever committed these atrocities was considered a hostis omnium, patriae et fidei. 106 Since the reipublicae salus 107 was felt to be in peril, a relentless response could be administered by the penal system, which was on this occasion largely discharged from following the ordo iuris prescribing due process. It now entered the ordo non servatus. In case of heresy and crimen laesae maiestatis, considered to be identical crimes since Innocence III (1198-1216), 108 the standard of proof was lowered (presumptions of guilt now were enough for imposing death penalty (also in case of murder)), torture could be inflicted even if there was not enough proof to warrant this, witnesses deemed unreliable in other contexts were allowed (like former criminals, heretics, people of ill-repute, minors, drunks), 109 rights to be assisted by an attorney, to appeal or the possibility to receive mercy were annulled, and the death penalty was executed in the most cruel way. 110 113 , the ius commune allows for its partial suspension and enters the state of exception, which is not all-encompassing as Schmitt describes it, 114 but whose very specificity and partiality is instead most revealing. The ordo non servatus suspends exactly these hallmarks of due process that could stand in the way of an aleatory selection of the legal order's victims: banning attorneys and appeal are no doubt crucial infringements of the rights of defence, but even more important are the suspension of a demanding standard of proof and of restrictions on torture and witnesses. In as far as legal order was desacr(ifici)alized by impeding public vengeance to strike in an aleatory way, its (partial) suspension takes the shape of a regression towards the aleatory realm of sacrificial order. almost 'à tout le champ criminel'. 119 This meant that in principle even petty crime, like theft, could be labelled as enormous or as a lesion of royal/divine majesty. Théry writes: 'L'histoire de l'énormité dévoile ainsi l'état permanent d'exception potentielle qui caractérisait le pénal d'Ancien Régime'. 120 Agamben says: 'when the state of exception […] becomes the rule, then the iuridico-political system transforms itself into a killing machine'. 121 We do not suggest that the exception had become the rule, but rather that the ius commune does show a certain proclivity to transform itself, in response to particular threats, into Agamben's killing machine which we would propose to call sacrificial, to the extent that desacrificializing elements of due process are banned. What looms in the dark and hides behind the concept of crimen atrocius/enorme are the typical grotesque accusations of the most hideous crimes Girard has identified to be connected to scapegoat mechanisms. Crimes which were perceived to be extremely threatening since they attacked established taboos or the social, religious, and politico-theological distinctions. And Lacché has identified exactly these kinds of crimes to be at hand in the ordo non servatus. The crimen atrocius/enorme therefore now appears as an example of legal conceptualization of scapegoat dynamics, especially since the accused was considered to be a hostis omnium. The impression of being under severe threat fits moreover neatly into Schmitt's state of exception, as he writes: 'Der Ausnahmefall […] kann höchstens als Fall aüβerster Not, Gefährdung der Existenz der Staates […] bezeichnet […] werden'. 'Im Ausnahmefall suspendiert der Staat das Recht, kraft eines selbsterhaltungsrechtes'. 122 As virtually any defendant's alleged crime could be almost randomly labelled as atrocius/enorme to suspend procedural guarantees and as presumptions like mala fama counted as sufficient proof within the regime of the ordo non servatus, scapegoat dynamics got almost carte blanche, one could argue. On a purely conceptual level, we could say that contemporary due process as informed by the presumption of innocence is diagonally opposed to the ordo non servatus.
Let us now reconsider torture from a new perspective. So extensive was the body of rules restricting torture, that it was provocatively interpreted by Sbriccoli as a landmark in the development of procedural safeguards in favour of the defence. 123 Pennington on the other hand remarks: 'Torture fundamentally undermines any idea of due process'. 124 This paradox should be interpreted in the light of the dialectic tension between rule and exception. In normal circumstances, violence is ruled by law. Law is overruled by violence, however, in response to heresy, witchcraft, and lese-majesty, threats so vicious they could dissolve the symbolic order. The legal order restraining violence then morphs into the anomic violence of the state of exception. The force of law, once disembedded from the law, crushes its victims as fiercely and indiscriminately as Yahweh's wrath, one could say. 125 For Schmitt, anomic violence is linked to the law by its suspension, 126 'includ[ing it] in the law through its very exclusion', as Agamben frames it. 127 Girard also seems to know a version of anomic violence, namely the uncontained swift cataclysms of collective violence smashing arbitrary victims he considers as the secret heart of the sacred. Ritual sacrifice on the other hand operates at a slower pace as it is controlled and contained violence. It might be the predecessor of the law of criminal procedure exerting violence under the rule of law. 128 Let us imagine a continuum reaching from Girard's anomic violence (the scapegoat mechanism), over Schmitt's anomic violence of the state of exception found 125 At this point in our account, we are able to argue for our use of Agamben's notion 'anomie'. It is an old debate whether the state of exception is to be situated within or without legal order. in the ius commune's ordo non servatus 129 (partially de-ritualized undue processmeaning that procedure has become less complex and the violent response more immediate -likely culminating in a punishment tainted by sacrifice), to the ius commune's ordo iuris (partially desacrificialized due process possibly culminating in legal execution, a 'spectacle of suffering', 130 whose sacrificial inheritance is still ready at hand) and ending in a contemporary conception of criminal procedure (more profoundly desacrificialized due process guided by the presumption of innocence and possibly culminating in a desacrificialized prison sentence) 131 . When facing fundamental threats, the ius commune's ordo iuris withdraws by its partial suspension into the ordo non servatus: the Schmittian type of anomic violence it exerts can be labelled sacrificial and conceptually approaches the Girardian anomic violence of the scapegoat mechanism, so scapegoat dynamics become all the more legible. Sailing on quiet water, the ius commune operates under the ordo iuris and the violence it exerts conceptually already faintly approaches the desacr(ifici)alized order of modern due process. It is this coexistence of two modi operandi what makes the ius commune so confusing and interesting. Torture is at hand in both modi operandi but to a different degree. The seemingly unsurmountable contradiction between Sbriccoli's and Pennington's interpretation of torture reflects nothing else than two different fractions of a larger continuum wherein the penal law of the ius commune needs to be situated. Torture is, certainly in the ordo non servatus, the via dolorosa to Golgotha. But its embeddedness in the ordo iuris makes it at the same time, under the right conditions, an obstacle on the road to sacrifice (and these obstacles were serious enough, since judges are known to have been executed for not torturing by the book, and two thirds of the 129 We will offer some remarks, left for another occasion to be elaborated, concerning the question why Schmitt's theory, concerning only the post-Westphalian order, might be applied to the ius commune's penal system. Saint-Bonnet would probably advise against doing so. He argues that in the Middle Ages, the state of necessity had to be evident to all in order to justify exceptional action taken by the prince. This 'evidence' warrants against abuse and detaches the state of exception as far as possible from the decision of the monarch. The medieval state of exception's ultimate goal is to defend order where conventional means to do so fail (Saint-Bonnet, L'État, 140-4, 312-5). Schmitt's decisionism, implying that the sovereign is the one whom decides upon the exception (Schmitt, Politische Theologie, 14), seems out of reach indeed. Just as his sovereign dictator, suspending order to found a new one (Schmitt, Die Diktatur, 143-4). In the ius commune's criminal law, somewhat neglected by Saint-Bonnet, Schmitt's approach is, however, relevant. First, since the sovereign or the judge as his proxy decides upon the exception (whether the crime is atrocius/enorme and the ordo non servatus sets in). Secondly, because virtually any crime could be labelled as lese-majesty, transforming the accused in an enemy of order. Schmitt's friend-enemy distinction as the hallmark of the political (Carl Schmitt, accused put to the question by the Spanish Inquisition from 1570-1700 did not confess). 132 Torture is therefore a true nexus between sacrifice and criminal law as governed by due process. Sacrificial and already to some extent anti-sacrificial, torture is exemplary for a fundamental ambivalence found throughout the ius commune's penal system, standing with one leg in the 'primitive' sacred, and with the other in a guilt-oriented criminal procedure informed by the presumption of innocence.
Another curious concept connected to the ordo non servatus is the canon law doctrine of the notorium. A notorium facti designates a fact known to all or at least the grand majority of the populace. It is distinguished from fama in the sense that the latter was mere suspicion and could be false, whereas the former was undoubtedly true because a crime was witnessed by many (ex multitudine praesentium) on clear daylight and could impossibly be denied. 133 Invoking the notorium enabled the judge to bypass the ordo iuris: 'in notoriis iuris ordo est iuris ordinem non servare'. 134 If the notoriety of the fact was established (not the fact itself), conviction followed without granting any rights of defence or further investigations. 135 'Sans hésitation, pas de droit', Latour said. 136 And indeed, the doctrine of the notorium was already in the thirteenth century discredited since it trampled the sense of due process 137 and some procedural guarantees were inserted. 138 We are in dubio how to interpret this doctrine. On the one hand, one clearly perceives the dangers involved, and it was exactly to prevent abuse that it was reformed. We cannot help noticing a mob standing behind this institution, a mob absolutely certain of someone's guilt, so the presumption of innocence is out of the question. And the doctrine is mentioned in the context of heresy and apostasy. But the strict requirement that the multitude has seen 139 the crime taking place must count for something and does not warrant an interpretation too much in favour of scapegoat dynamics: we are unlikely dealing with an innocent defendant. The notorium facti, however, raised a little brother who was far more harmful: the notorium iuris, meaning that a court verdict, a fact proven in court or a confessed crime was imbued with the same degree of certainty as the notorium facti. 140 On the notorium confessionis Schmoeckel writes: 'Weitere Verfahrensschnitte waren dann überflüssig, insbesondere war keine weitere Beweisaufnahme mehr nötig und ein Gegenbeweis war ausgeschlossen. Das Urteil konnte daher eigentlich umgehend ausgesprochen werden'. Also appeal was ruled out. 141 The definitive value of (possibly tortured) confessions was granted by this notoriety. Interesting is the fact that the notorium iuris seems to receive its crushing force of law by mediation of the weight of the mob inserted in it via the notorium facti on which it was founded. It appears as if through notoriety one of the age-old pillars of law identified by Wesel shimmers through: group consensus. 142 The doctrine of the notorium therefore conceptualizes the mob-dimension behind any exclusion penal law provides. 143 Poena extraordinaria Besides the poena ordinaria which was provided for by law, required full proof, and ordinarily meant the death penalty, the ius commune also knew, from the thirteenth century onwards, the milder poena extra-ordinaria, undetermined by law and left to the arbitrium iudicis. Langbein described it as 'punishment short of death for evidence short of full proof'. 144 The poena extraordinaria was imposed on the grounds of suspicion (Verdachtstrafe), rather than guilt, Schmoeckel explains. It could be inflicted when there was not enough circumstantial evidence to order torture or if a defendant had withstood the painful questioning without confessing. In theory, the latter should have been cleared from charges by passing the gruesome test. The poena extraordinaria, however, enabled the ius commune to react to suspicion when a public need for punishment was felt and the standard of proof was not met. 145 Since the poena extraordinaria was neither in line with the law of proof nor with moral theology proclaiming unlawfully convicting innocents a mortal sin, the doctrine led a shadow existence in the margins, leading us back to the realm of exception. In practice, however, it was very often used. Jacques de Toureil (1656-1714) perceived the poena extraordinaria as 'justice arbitraire' but still defended it as a sound way to prevent crime: 'ce plein pouvoir d'exercer les vengeances publiques tient davantage en bride les scelerats'. On the other hand, he also clearly perceived the poena extraordinaria's sacrificial potential, which is again intertwined with the reason of state, since he describes how the judges could become 'sacrificateurs', engaging in 'sacrifier […] quelque particulier à la sureté publique'. The defendant is framed as 'l'innocent victime qu'ils immolent'. 146 These are largely metaphors, since the poena extraordinaria was generally pecuniary or implied exile, and in early modern times, the galleys or forced labour. Death penalty and mutilation were excluded, expect in cases of crimina atrocissima. 147 These restrictions are in line with the 'taboo' on unwarranted bloodshed Whitman has delineated.
The roots of the poena extraordinaria, says Schmoeckel, are to be found in the 'war' waged against heresy from the twelfth century onwards. At first, proof of guilt was still required, but in 1179, the Third Lateran Council declared that also those who merely helped heretics, by providing shelter or other support, suffered the same punishment as heretics. Soon also people who did not help, but whose orthodoxy was doubted, had to deliver an oath. Even if they succeeded, remnants of suspicion lingered: if a second time their true belief was questioned, they were considered relapsi. The church then handed them over to the secular authorities who punished them without any further scrutiny of the allegations. Only since Innocent III introduced the equivalence of heresy and lese-majesty, this meant the death penalty. Since 1215, failing to take the oath led to a year of excommunication, during which the suspect was expected to repent and confess to his errors. If he did not, he suffered the full force of the law. In case of heresy, mere suspicion therefore could lead to capital punishment. If someone was falsely accused of heresy, he found himself in a very awkward situation: or he abjured his alleged heterodoxy, thereby committing perjury which would be rewarded by eternal damnation, or he maintained his innocence and would be burned at the stake after a year of excommunication had passed. The church was perfectly aware of this catch 22 and offered martyrdom as compensation for its innocent victims. 148 Again, we have acquainted ourselves with a doctrine conceptualizing an essential part of scapegoat dynamics: punishment for mere suspicion. 149 The sacrificial logic at work in the poena extraordinaria was perceived by contemporaries and is corroborated by its origins in trials of heresy. Once more an institution tributary to scapegoat dynamics is completely in discord with the contemporary presumption of innocence. Although the mere name (extra-ordinaria) indicates affinity with the state of exception, it was a mainstream, but milder, punishment. Agamben's warning against conflation of rule and exception seems to the point in this regard, although moral theology's prohibition on unjustified bloodshed prevented this institution from degenerating into a true killing machine. To the extent the sacrificial thrust in medieval and early modern society was obstructed by the law of proof, it deviated and nested in shadow doctrines like these, which were less bloodstained but nevertheless operated in the spirit of the 'primitive' sacred. Differently put: to the extent that the impetus towards scapegoating was not served but impeded by torture legislation, it managed to find outlet valves like the poena extraordinaria. Following a by now familiar pattern, this normally milder doctrine 158 an insight affiliated with de Vouglans' view on the matter. Moreover, since further proof to settle the matter is aspired, the absolutio ab instantia is a transitional state. Inspired by van Gennep, 159 Douglas states that a person in transition 'is himself in danger and emanates danger to others'. 160 Although 'placeless', the victims of the absolutio ab instantia are already enough 'out of place' to be considered, like common convicts, as 'dirt', whereof Douglas writes: 'dirt is matter out of place […] the by-product of a systematic ordering and classification of matter, in so far as ordering involves rejecting inappropriate elements'. 161 The utterances of Gomez and de Vouglans indicate, we argue, that, because of the proposed archaic religious defilement involved, the defendant becomes extremely vulnerable for scapegoat dynamics (rumours and accusations) to be unleashed on his person. The civic trust protecting him from the criminal system is withdrawn, sometimes for life. The absolutio ab instantia is affiliated to scapegoat dynamics to the extent that it seems to create a reservoir of secondclass impure subjects henceforward easier disposable or 'sacrificable'. As punishment for suspicion, it bathes in a sacrificial atmosphere and tramples the presumption of innocence as we understand it today. At the same time, it serves as another outlet valve for scapegoat dynamics which cannot fully prosper within the legal order.
An epilogue on the importance of due process in the ius commune Focusing mainly on the realm of exception might easily give the reader the wrong impression that the ius commune did not care much about procedural guarantees. Although some institutions, like the poena extraordinaria indicate a conflation of rule and exception, the ordo non servatus was not the standard. The ordo iuris has a significantly different story to tell and manifests serious commitment to due process. The ius commune's criminal law therefore abounds in equivocity and flexibility, torn and shifting as it was between rule and exception, between due process and scapegoat dynamics. This was observable especially in regard to torture legislation. But we must read this flexibility in the correct way and should refrain from taking it at face value as an argument that the ius commune just had not developed the adequate procedural protections to be able to prevent scapegoating. The mere fact they resorted to suspending the ordo iuris could even be interpreted as an indication it had (at least to some extent). We should not lose sight of the fact that the law of proof was in essence very demanding, aiming for nothing less than absolute certainty of guilt in a vain attempt to parallel the quality of God's judgement. When this ideal could not be reached, in theory, punishment was refrained from. The learned law refused for centuries in a row to back down from these theologically inspired sky-high aspirations, and although torture was a highly hypocritical way to live up to them -while serving the sociopolitical need for repression at the same time -the fact that the law of proof's core was not dismantled does indicate a serious concern for due process. Moreover, paradoxically, seeking refuge in the realm of exception testifies in its own way to the importance of law. Compared to an abolishment of procedural law's objectives, an option theologically unviable, a partial suspension of the law of proof yielded a crucial advantage, since it was a way to define 'a state of the law', as Agamben explains, 'in which the norm is merely not applied, but still remains in force'. 162
Conclusion
Using Girardian concepts as hermeneutical tools, we attempted to weave some shreds of what hopefully one day becomes a new web of meaning, wherein a number of aspects of criminal law could be coherently elucidated. Concatenating some of the legal concepts of the ius commune's criminal system we have explored, we arrive at a surprisingly complete conceptualization of scapegoat dynamics, going from the rumours and slander directed at outcasts on the verge of society (mala fama), over the grotesque accusations always directed at scapegoats (crimina atrociora/enormia), making them into hostes omnium, to ways of punishing the innocent (torture) or those merely deemed suspect (poena extrordinaria, absolutio ab instantia). Moreover, the pressing weight of the mob seems to have granted verdicts, proofs, and confessions to acquire full force of law (notorium iuris). Even tools to fill a reservoir of easily disposable defamated legal subjects are conceivable (absolutio ab instantia). The presumption of innocence that was used in the ius commune as a minor proof did not provide the defendant with fundamental protection but could sometimes even serve scapegoat dynamics, as it was readily retracted from people held in low esteem.
The sources we have quoted, especially on torture, but also on the poena extraordinaria and the absolutio ab instantia, prove that some contemporaries as well perceived a perverse logic at work in the ius commune, especially in those exceptional border zones where the ius commune is on the verge of dissolution. Torture, as the keystone of the inquisitorial trial, gave criminal procedure a strong aleatory and therefore sacrificial swing. Nevertheless, within the ordo iuris, its sacrificial potential was checked and balanced by restrictive regulations so extensive that some have read them as a landmark in the genesis of due process. When, however, the ordo iuris was suspended and the defendant (often a traditional scapegoat as a witch or a heretic) was tried in the ordo non servatus, we are facing a different situation: traditional limitations on torture and substantial procedural guarantees in favour of the defence were withdrawn. Drawing from Girard's idea that the legal guilt-oriented system is a rationalized superstructure erected on the foundations of the archaic randomizing sacrificial model, we have come to the following reading: in as far as the ordo iuris' law of proof had partially overcome scapegoat dynamics, the specific suspension of its most important procedural safeguards in the ordo non servatus opens up a realm of exception bringing about, instead of anarchic chaos, still an order, albeit of a not fully juridical, but rather sacrificial kind. What is unveiled when the legal order gets (partially) suspended, is its sacrificial infrastructure. The ordo non servatus' consanguinity to sacrificial order is readily discernible, since it provides a strongly aleatory and in fact relatively guiltindependent selection of a collective victim. But the realm of exception is not only found when procedure is suspended, it extends its tentacles to the realm of punishment as well, in the poena extraordinaria and the absolutio ab instantia. Albeit procedural law need not have been suspended here, material law was, since it did not allow the very thing these doctrines had to offer: punishment for mere suspicion. Because these aleatory forms of punishment, detached from the requirement of guilt, were anemic thanks to moral theology's interdiction of unwarranted bloodshed, they cannot fully be situated in sacrificial order, but they do attest to its logic.
What unifies all the legal concepts we have covered, is their being conceptually opposed to the modern account on the presumption of innocence as was presented by Duff. The accusatory force of mala fama permeated the whole of the inquisitorial trial. The judge acknowledging the mala fama investigated the matter to
